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The choice of examples used in this text clearly illustrate its use for a one-year
graduate course. The material to be presented in the classroom constitutes a
little more than half the text, while the rest of the text provides background, offers
different routes that could be pursued in the classroom, as well as additional
material that is appropriate for self-study. Of particular interest is a presentation
of the major central limit theorems via Steins method either prior to or alternative
to a characteristic function presentation. Additionally, there is considerable
emphasis placed on the quantile function as well as the distribution function, with
both the bootstrap and trimming presented. The section on martingales covers
censored data martingales.
Now in its new third edition, Probability and Measure offers advanced students,
scientists, and engineers an integrated introduction to measure theory and
probability. Retaining the unique approach of the previous editions, this text
interweaves material on probability and measure, so that probability problems
generate an interest in measure theory and measure theory is then developed
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and applied to probability. Probability and Measure provides thorough coverage
of probability, measure, integration, random variables and expected values,
convergence of distributions, derivatives and conditional probability, and
stochastic processes. The Third Edition features an improved treatment of
Brownian motion and the replacement of queuing theory with ergodic theory.·
Probability· Measure· Integration· Random Variables and Expected Values·
Convergence of Distributions· Derivatives and Conditional Probability· Stochastic
Processes
This text is an introduction to the modern theory and applications of probability
and stochastics. The style and coverage is geared towards the theory of
stochastic processes, but with some attention to the applications. In many
instances the gist of the problem is introduced in practical, everyday language
and then is made precise in mathematical form. The first four chapters are on
probability theory: measure and integration, probability spaces, conditional
expectations, and the classical limit theorems. There follows chapters on
martingales, Poisson random measures, Levy Processes, Brownian motion, and
Markov Processes. Special attention is paid to Poisson random measures and
their roles in regulating the excursions of Brownian motion and the jumps of Levy
and Markov processes. Each chapter has a large number of varied examples and
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exercises. The book is based on the author’s lecture notes in courses offered
over the years at Princeton University. These courses attracted graduate
students from engineering, economics, physics, computer sciences, and
mathematics. Erhan Cinlar has received many awards for excellence in teaching,
including the President’s Award for Distinguished Teaching at Princeton
University. His research interests include theories of Markov processes, point
processes, stochastic calculus, and stochastic flows. The book is full of insights
and observations that only a lifetime researcher in probability can have, all told in
a lucid yet precise style.
John Walsh, one of the great masters of the subject, has written a superb book
on probability. It covers at a leisurely pace all the important topics that students
need to know, and provides excellent examples. I regret his book was not
available when I taught such a course myself, a few years ago. --Ioannis
Karatzas, Columbia University In this wonderful book, John Walsh presents a
panoramic view of Probability Theory, starting from basic facts on mean, median
and mode, continuing with an excellent account of Markov chains and
martingales, and culminating with Brownian motion. Throughout, the author's
personal style is apparent; he manages to combine rigor with an emphasis on the
key ideas so the reader never loses sight of the forest by being surrounded by
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too many trees. As noted in the preface, ``To teach a course with pleasure, one
should learn at the same time.'' Indeed, almost all instructors will learn something
new from the book (e.g. the potential-theoretic proof of Skorokhod embedding)
and at the same time, it is attractive and approachable for students. --Yuval
Peres, Microsoft With many examples in each section that enhance the
presentation, this book is a welcome addition to the collection of books that serve
the needs of advanced undergraduate as well as first year graduate students.
The pace is leisurely which makes it more attractive as a text. --Srinivasa
Varadhan, Courant Institute, New York This book covers in a leisurely manner all
the standard material that one would want in a full year probability course with a
slant towards applications in financial analysis at the graduate or senior
undergraduate honors level. It contains a fair amount of measure theory and real
analysis built in but it introduces sigma-fields, measure theory, and expectation in
an especially elementary and intuitive way. A large variety of examples and
exercises in each chapter enrich the presentation in the text.
The objective of Risk Analysis in Theory and Practice is to present this analytical
framework and to illustrate how it can be used in the investigation of economic
decisions under risk. In a sense, the economics of risk is a difficult subject: it
involves understanding human decisions in the absence of perfect information.
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How do we make decisions when we do not know some of events affecting us?
The complexities of our uncertain world and of how humans obtain and process
information make this difficult. In spite of these difficulties, much progress has
been made. First, probability theory is the corner stone of risk assessment. This
allows us to measure risk in a fashion that can be communicated among decision
makers or researchers. Second, risk preferences are now better understood. This
provides useful insights into the economic rationality of decision making under
uncertainty. Third, over the last decades, good insights have been developed
about the value of information. This helps better understand the role of
information in human decision making and this book provides a systematic
treatment of these issues in the context of both private and public decisions
under uncertainty. Balanced treatment of conceptual models and applied analysis
Considers both private and public decisions under uncertainty Website presents
application exercises in Excel
This classic text offers a clear exposition of modern probability theory.
This book, first published in 2005, introduces measure and integration theory as it
is needed in many parts of analysis and probability.
Students and teachers of mathematics and related fields will find this book a
comprehensive and modern approach to probability theory, providing the
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background and techniques to go from the beginning graduate level to the point
of specialization in research areas of current interest. The book is designed for a
two- or three-semester course, assuming only courses in undergraduate real
analysis or rigorous advanced calculus, and some elementary linear algebra. A
variety of applications—Bayesian statistics, financial mathematics, information
theory, tomography, and signal processing—appear as threads to both enhance
the understanding of the relevant mathematics and motivate students whose
main interests are outside of pure areas.
Written by experts in the field, this volume presents a comprehensive investigation into
the relationship between argumentation theory and the philosophy of mathematical
practice. Argumentation theory studies reasoning and argument, and especially those
aspects not addressed, or not addressed well, by formal deduction. The philosophy of
mathematical practice diverges from mainstream philosophy of mathematics in the
emphasis it places on what the majority of working mathematicians actually do, rather
than on mathematical foundations. The book begins by first challenging the assumption
that there is no role for informal logic in mathematics. Next, it details the usefulness of
argumentation theory in the understanding of mathematical practice, offering an
impressively diverse set of examples, covering the history of mathematics, mathematics
education and, perhaps surprisingly, formal proof verification. From there, the book
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demonstrates that mathematics also offers a valuable testbed for argumentation theory.
Coverage concludes by defending attention to mathematical argumentation as the
basis for new perspectives on the philosophy of mathematics. ?
This introduction can be used, at the beginning graduate level, for a one-semester
course on probability theory or for self-direction without benefit of a formal course; the
measure theory needed is developed in the text. It will also be useful for students and
teachers in related areas such as finance theory, electrical engineering, and operations
research. The text covers the essentials in a directed and lean way with 28 short
chapters, and assumes only an undergraduate background in mathematics. Readers
are taken right up to a knowledge of the basics of Martingale Theory, and the interested
student will be ready to continue with the study of more advanced topics, such as
Brownian Motion and Ito Calculus, or Statistical Inference.
A well-written and lively introduction to measure theoretic probability for graduate
students and researchers.
A concise introduction covering all of the measure theory and probability most useful for
statisticians.
This classic introduction to probability theory for beginning graduate students covers
laws of large numbers, central limit theorems, random walks, martingales, Markov
chains, ergodic theorems, and Brownian motion. It is a comprehensive treatment
concentrating on the results that are the most useful for applications. Its philosophy is
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that the best way to learn probability is to see it in action, so there are 200 examples
and 450 problems. The fourth edition begins with a short chapter on measure theory to
orient readers new to the subject.
A graduate-course text, written for readers familiar with measure-theoretic probability
and discrete-time processes, wishing to explore stochastic processes in continuous
time. The vehicle chosen for this exposition is Brownian motion, which is presented as
the canonical example of both a martingale and a Markov process with continuous
paths. In this context, the theory of stochastic integration and stochastic calculus is
developed, illustrated by results concerning representations of martingales and change
of measure on Wiener space, which in turn permit a presentation of recent advances in
financial economics. The book contains a detailed discussion of weak and strong
solutions of stochastic differential equations and a study of local time for
semimartingales, with special emphasis on the theory of Brownian local time. The
whole is backed by a large number of problems and exercises.
ProbabilityTheory and ExamplesCambridge University Press
This volume develops results on continuous time branching processes and applies
them to study rate of tumor growth, extending classic work on the Luria-Delbruck
distribution. As a consequence, the author calculate the probability that mutations that
confer resistance to treatment are present at detection and quantify the extent of tumor
heterogeneity. As applications, the author evaluate ovarian cancer screening strategies
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and give rigorous proofs for results of Heano and Michor concerning tumor metastasis.
These notes should be accessible to students who are familiar with Poisson processes
and continuous time Markov chains. Richard Durrett is a mathematics professor at
Duke University, USA. He is the author of 8 books, over 200 journal articles, and has
supervised more than 40 Ph.D students. Most of his current research concerns the
applications of probability to biology: ecology, genetics and most recently cancer.
This comprehensive guide to stochastic processes gives a complete overview of the theory
and addresses the most important applications. Pitched at a level accessible to beginning
graduate students and researchers from applied disciplines, it is both a course book and a rich
resource for individual readers. Subjects covered include Brownian motion, stochastic calculus,
stochastic differential equations, Markov processes, weak convergence of processes and
semigroup theory. Applications include the Black–Scholes formula for the pricing of derivatives
in financial mathematics, the Kalman–Bucy filter used in the US space program and also
theoretical applications to partial differential equations and analysis. Short, readable chapters
aim for clarity rather than full generality. More than 350 exercises are included to help readers
put their new-found knowledge to the test and to prepare them for tackling the research
literature.
Probability and Measure Theory, Second Edition, is a text for a graduate-level course in
probability that includes essential background topics in analysis. It provides extensive
coverage of conditional probability and expectation, strong laws of large numbers, martingale
theory, the central limit theorem, ergodic theory, and Brownian motion. Clear, readable style
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Solutions to many problems presented in text Solutions manual for instructors Material new to
the second edition on ergodic theory, Brownian motion, and convergence theorems used in
statistics No knowledge of general topology required, just basic analysis and metric spaces
Efficient organization
This textbook on the theory of probability starts from the premise that rather than being a
purely mathematical discipline, probability theory is an intimate companion of statistics. The
book starts with the basic tools, and goes on to cover a number of subjects in detail, including
chapters on inequalities, characteristic functions and convergence. This is followed by
explanations of the three main subjects in probability: the law of large numbers, the central limit
theorem, and the law of the iterated logarithm. After a discussion of generalizations and
extensions, the book concludes with an extensive chapter on martingales.
Modern and measure-theory based, this text is intended primarily for the first-year graduate
course in probability theory.
"What underlying forces are responsible for the observed patterns of variability, given a
collection of DNA sequences?" In approaching this question a number of probability models
are introduced and anyalyzed.Throughout the book, the theory is developed in close
connection with data from more than 60 experimental studies that illustrate the use of these
results.
Statistical Rethinking: A Bayesian Course with Examples in R and Stan builds readers’
knowledge of and confidence in statistical modeling. Reflecting the need for even minor
programming in today’s model-based statistics, the book pushes readers to perform step-bystep calculations that are usually automated. This unique computational approach ensures that
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readers understand enough of the details to make reasonable choices and interpretations in
their own modeling work. The text presents generalized linear multilevel models from a
Bayesian perspective, relying on a simple logical interpretation of Bayesian probability and
maximum entropy. It covers from the basics of regression to multilevel models. The author also
discusses measurement error, missing data, and Gaussian process models for spatial and
network autocorrelation. By using complete R code examples throughout, this book provides a
practical foundation for performing statistical inference. Designed for both PhD students and
seasoned professionals in the natural and social sciences, it prepares them for more advanced
or specialized statistical modeling. Web Resource The book is accompanied by an R package
(rethinking) that is available on the author’s website and GitHub. The two core functions (map
and map2stan) of this package allow a variety of statistical models to be constructed from
standard model formulas.
This open access textbook welcomes students into the fundamental theory of measure,
integration, and real analysis. Focusing on an accessible approach, Axler lays the foundations
for further study by promoting a deep understanding of key results. Content is carefully curated
to suit a single course, or two-semester sequence of courses, creating a versatile entry point
for graduate studies in all areas of pure and applied mathematics. Motivated by a brief review
of Riemann integration and its deficiencies, the text begins by immersing students in the
concepts of measure and integration. Lebesgue measure and abstract measures are
developed together, with each providing key insight into the main ideas of the other approach.
Lebesgue integration links into results such as the Lebesgue Differentiation Theorem. The
development of products of abstract measures leads to Lebesgue measure on Rn. Chapters
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on Banach spaces, Lp spaces, and Hilbert spaces showcase major results such as the
Hahn–Banach Theorem, Hölder’s Inequality, and the Riesz Representation Theorem. An indepth study of linear maps on Hilbert spaces culminates in the Spectral Theorem and Singular
Value Decomposition for compact operators, with an optional interlude in real and complex
measures. Building on the Hilbert space material, a chapter on Fourier analysis provides an
invaluable introduction to Fourier series and the Fourier transform. The final chapter offers a
taste of probability. Extensively class tested at multiple universities and written by an awardwinning mathematical expositor, Measure, Integration & Real Analysis is an ideal resource for
students at the start of their journey into graduate mathematics. A prerequisite of elementary
undergraduate real analysis is assumed; students and instructors looking to reinforce these
ideas will appreciate the electronic Supplement for Measure, Integration & Real Analysis that is
freely available online.
Approximation of Large-Scale Dynamical Systems

Many probability books are written by mathematicians and have the built in bias that the
reader is assumed to be a mathematician coming to the material for its beauty. This
textbook is geared towards beginning graduate students from a variety of disciplines
whose primary focus is not necessarily mathematics for its own sake. Instead, A
Probability Path is designed for those requiring a deep understanding of advanced
probability for their research in statistics, applied probability, biology, operations
research, mathematical finance, and engineering.
This compact yet thorough text zeros in on the parts of the theory that are particularly
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relevant to applications . It begins with a description of Brownian motion and the
associated stochastic calculus, including their relationship to partial differential
equations. It solves stochastic differential equations by a variety of methods and studies
in detail the one-dimensional case. The book concludes with a treatment of semigroups
and generators, applying the theory of Harris chains to diffusions, and presenting a
quick course in weak convergence of Markov chains to diffusions. The presentation is
unparalleled in its clarity and simplicity. Whether your students are interested in
probability, analysis, differential geometry or applications in operations research,
physics, finance, or the many other areas to which the subject applies, you'll find that
this text brings together the material you need to effectively and efficiently impart the
practical background they need.
Aimed primarily at graduate students and researchers, this text is a comprehensive
course in modern probability theory and its measure-theoretical foundations. It covers a
wide variety of topics, many of which are not usually found in introductory textbooks.
The theory is developed rigorously and in a self-contained way, with the chapters on
measure theory interlaced with the probabilistic chapters in order to display the power
of the abstract concepts in the world of probability theory. In addition, plenty of figures,
computer simulations, biographic details of key mathematicians, and a wealth of
examples support and enliven the presentation.
A one-year course in probability theory and the theory of random processes, taught at
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Princeton University to undergraduate and graduate students, forms the core of this
book. It provides a comprehensive and self-contained exposition of classical probability
theory and the theory of random processes. The book includes detailed discussion of
Lebesgue integration, Markov chains, random walks, laws of large numbers, limit
theorems, and their relation to Renormalization Group theory. It also includes the theory
of stationary random processes, martingales, generalized random processes, and
Brownian motion.
This book is an introduction to the modern approach to the theory of Markov chains.
The main goal of this approach is to determine the rate of convergence of a Markov
chain to the stationary distribution as a function of the size and geometry of the state
space. The authors develop the key tools for estimating convergence times, including
coupling, strong stationary times, and spectral methods. Whenever possible,
probabilistic methods are emphasized. The book includes many examples and provides
brief introductions to some central models of statistical mechanics. Also provided are
accounts of random walks on networks, including hitting and cover times, and analyses
of several methods of shuffling cards. As a prerequisite, the authors assume a modest
understanding of probability theory and linear algebra at an undergraduate level.
Markov Chains and Mixing Times is meant to bring the excitement of this active area of
research to a wide audience.
Probability theory is nowadays applied in a huge variety of fields including physics,
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engineering, biology, economics and the social sciences. This book is a modern, lively
and rigorous account which has Doob's theory of martingales in discrete time as its
main theme. It proves important results such as Kolmogorov's Strong Law of Large
Numbers and the Three-Series Theorem by martingale techniques, and the Central
Limit Theorem via the use of characteristic functions. A distinguishing feature is its
determination to keep the probability flowing at a nice tempo. It achieves this by being
selective rather than encyclopaedic, presenting only what is essential to understand the
fundamentals; and it assumes certain key results from measure theory in the main text.
These measure-theoretic results are proved in full in appendices, so that the book is
completely self-contained. The book is written for students, not for researchers, and has
evolved through several years of class testing. Exercises play a vital rôle. Interesting
and challenging problems, some with hints, consolidate what has already been learnt,
and provide motivation to discover more of the subject than can be covered in a single
introduction.
Features an introduction to probability theory using measure theory. This work provides
proofs of the essential introductory results and presents the measure theory and
mathematical details in terms of intuitive probabilistic concepts, rather than as separate,
imposing subjects.
Praise for the First Edition ". . . an excellent textbook . . . well organized and neatly
written." —Mathematical Reviews ". . . amazingly interesting . . ." —Technometrics
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Thoroughly updated to showcase the interrelationships between probability, statistics,
and stochastic processes, Probability, Statistics, and Stochastic Processes, Second
Edition prepares readers to collect, analyze, and characterize data in their chosen
fields. Beginning with three chapters that develop probability theory and introduce the
axioms of probability, random variables, and joint distributions, the book goes on to
present limit theorems and simulation. The authors combine a rigorous, calculus-based
development of theory with an intuitive approach that appeals to readers' sense of
reason and logic. Including more than 400 examples that help illustrate concepts and
theory, the Second Edition features new material on statistical inference and a wealth of
newly added topics, including: Consistency of point estimators Large sample theory
Bootstrap simulation Multiple hypothesis testing Fisher's exact test and KolmogorovSmirnov test Martingales, renewal processes, and Brownian motion One-way analysis
of variance and the general linear model Extensively class-tested to ensure an
accessible presentation, Probability, Statistics, and Stochastic Processes, Second
Edition is an excellent book for courses on probability and statistics at the upperundergraduate level. The book is also an ideal resource for scientists and engineers in
the fields of statistics, mathematics, industrial management, and engineering.
An in-depth look at real analysis and its applications-now expandedand revised. This new
edition of the widely used analysis book continues tocover real analysis in greater detail and at
a more advanced levelthan most books on the subject. Encompassing several subjects
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thatunderlie much of modern analysis, the book focuses on measure andintegration theory,
point set topology, and the basics offunctional analysis. It illustrates the use of the general
theoriesand introduces readers to other branches of analysis such asFourier analysis,
distribution theory, and probabilitytheory. This edition is bolstered in content as well as in
scope-extendingits usefulness to students outside of pure analysis as well asthose interested
in dynamical systems. The numerous exercises,extensive bibliography, and review chapter on
sets and metricspaces make Real Analysis: Modern Techniques and TheirApplications,
Second Edition invaluable for students ingraduate-level analysis courses. New features
include: * Revised material on the n-dimensional Lebesgue integral. * An improved proof of
Tychonoff's theorem. * Expanded material on Fourier analysis. * A newly written chapter
devoted to distributions and differentialequations. * Updated material on Hausdorff dimension
and fractal dimension.
Sinai's book leads the student through the standard material for ProbabilityTheory, with stops
along the way for interesting topics such as statistical mechanics, not usually included in a
book for beginners. The first part of the book covers discrete random variables, using the same
approach, basedon Kolmogorov's axioms for probability, used later for the general case. The
text is divided into sixteen lectures, each covering a major topic. The introductory notions and
classical results are included, of course: random variables, the central limit theorem, the law of
large numbers, conditional probability, random walks, etc. Sinai's style is accessible and clear,
with interesting examples to accompany new ideas. Besides statistical mechanics, other
interesting, less common topics found in the book are: percolation, the concept of stability in
the central limit theorem and the study of probability of large deviations. Little more than a
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standard undergraduate course in analysis is assumed of the reader. Notions from measure
theory and Lebesgue integration are introduced in the second half of the text. The book is
suitable for second or third year students in mathematics, physics or other natural sciences. It
could also be usedby more advanced readers who want to learn the mathematics of probability
theory and some of its applications in statistical physics.
This book grew from a one-semester course offered for many years to a mixed audience of
graduate and undergraduate students who have not had the luxury of taking a course in
measure theory. The core of the book covers the basic topics of independence, conditioning,
martingales, convergence in distribution, and Fourier transforms. In addition there are
numerous sections treating topics traditionally thought of as more advanced, such as coupling
and the KMT strong approximation, option pricing via the equivalent martingale measure, and
the isoperimetric inequality for Gaussian processes. The book is not just a presentation of
mathematical theory, but is also a discussion of why that theory takes its current form. It will be
a secure starting point for anyone who needs to invoke rigorous probabilistic arguments and
understand what they mean.
Starting around the late 1950s, several research communities began relating the geometry of
graphs to stochastic processes on these graphs. This book, twenty years in the making, ties
together research in the field, encompassing work on percolation, isoperimetric inequalities,
eigenvalues, transition probabilities, and random walks. Written by two leading researchers,
the text emphasizes intuition, while giving complete proofs and more than 850 exercises. Many
recent developments, in which the authors have played a leading role, are discussed, including
percolation on trees and Cayley graphs, uniform spanning forests, the mass-transport
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technique, and connections on random walks on graphs to embedding in Hilbert space. This
state-of-the-art account of probability on networks will be indispensable for graduate students
and researchers alike.
Building upon the previous editions, this textbook is a first course in stochastic processes taken
by undergraduate and graduate students (MS and PhD students from math, statistics,
economics, computer science, engineering, and finance departments) who have had a course
in probability theory. It covers Markov chains in discrete and continuous time, Poisson
processes, renewal processes, martingales, and option pricing. One can only learn a subject
by seeing it in action, so there are a large number of examples and more than 300 carefully
chosen exercises to deepen the reader’s understanding. Drawing from teaching experience
and student feedback, there are many new examples and problems with solutions that use
TI-83 to eliminate the tedious details of solving linear equations by hand, and the collection of
exercises is much improved, with many more biological examples. Originally included in
previous editions, material too advanced for this first course in stochastic processes has been
eliminated while treatment of other topics useful for applications has been expanded. In
addition, the ordering of topics has been improved; for example, the difficult subject of
martingales is delayed until its usefulness can be applied in the treatment of mathematical
finance.
The theory of random graphs began in the late 1950s in several papers by Erdos and Renyi. In
the late twentieth century, the notion of six degrees of separation, meaning that any two people
on the planet can be connected by a short chain of people who know each other, inspired
Strogatz and Watts to define the small world random graph in which each site is connected to k
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close neighbors, but also has long-range connections. At a similar time, it was observed in
human social and sexual networks and on the Internet that the number of neighbors of an
individual or computer has a power law distribution. This inspired Barabasi and Albert to define
the preferential attachment model, which has these properties. These two papers have led to
an explosion of research. The purpose of this book is to use a wide variety of mathematical
argument to obtain insights into the properties of these graphs. A unique feature is the interest
in the dynamics of process taking place on the graph in addition to their geometric properties,
such as connectedness and diameter.
This book contains about 500 exercises consisting mostly of special cases and examples,
second thoughts and alternative arguments, natural extensions, and some novel departures.
With a few obvious exceptions they are neither profound nor trivial, and hints and comments
are appended to many of them. If they tend to be somewhat inbred, at least they are relevant
to the text and should help in its digestion. As a bold venture I have marked a few of them with
a * to indicate a "must", although no rigid standard of selection has been used. Some of these
are needed in the book, but in any case the reader's study of the text will be more complete
after he has tried at least those problems.
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